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Based on the successful 6 pn bubble technologyl and in order to inprove its
cost-performance, we have been developing a 3;rn bubble 80 kbit chip. Here, we

report the development of its fabrication process.

The propagation pattern for 3 prn bubbles was designed by L/2 scaling fron the

pattern for 6 pm bubb1es2. The period, bar width and pattern gap is 14 prn,2 ym

and L pn, respectiveLy. The fabrication process is alnost the same as that of the

6 prn bubbl-e chipl. The thicknesses of overl"ay fiLns were optirnized as follows;

2000 fi lst Sio2 spacing layer, 2500 [ RfCu conductor Layer, 5000 fr Zna SiOz

spacing layer and 3500 fi pernalloy layer.

The resolution of 1 pn over 6 mm square can be achieved on1.y by exploiting

photolithography to the limit and for this purpose we have employed the direct
projection printing. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of its system. The opticaL

system is corrected for 435S i,, its magnification is 1/10 and its resolution

is 1 pn over 7.2 mm dianeter with 4 pn focal- depth.

With the monochronatic illunination, there is a well--known problen of stand-

ing wave effects3. Fig. 3a shows a photograph of ALCu conductor pattern. Even

when the pattern was exposed in just focus on 5500 A A21350 photoresist and etched

thoroughl-y by ion nilling, there stiLl rernains thin AlCu at the snall- pattern gap.

Fig. 4a shows a SEM photograph of etched pernal-Loy patterns. These patterns are

over-etched because excess ion-nil1ing was needed to etch-out 1 pm pattern gap and

this is remarkable around the step of the conductor pattern. We have adopted

anti-reflection coating to prevent these standing wave effects. Fig. 5b shows an

inproved conductor pattern with a 200 A Ti coating, where the reflectance is

reduced frorn 85 % of AlCu to 54 %. Although the refl,ectance of the permaLloy filn

is 52 I and nearly equal to that of the Ti coating, it shoul-d be further reduced

to obtain satisfying patterns. Fig. 4b shows the etched pernalloy pattern in-

proved by using rough surface pernal-loy fi1m, where the refl-ectance is reduced to

33 Z. This rough surface is the replica of the lst Si02 surface which is rough-

ened by the ion-mil1ing of AlCu 1-ayer in normal incidence. Fig. 4c shows the

resuLt of util-izing a 200 R Cr2O3 coating on the smooth pernaLl-oy filn, where the

reflectance is reduced to 8 %. In this case completely uniform 2 pm width and

1 pn gap can be obtained notwithstanding the variation in photoresist thickness

and uneven substrates. Fig. 5 shows an example of operating rnargin curve of the
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Fig.1. 80-kbit bubble nemory
chip

41-Cu conductor pattern without
anti-refl-ection coating (a) and
wit[ anti-reflection coating of
2004 Ti film(b).

- F1g.5. Typical operating narginof the 80-kbit chip at iOOkHz
(na j or loop)

Fig.2. Schenatic of the 1/10
projection printing system.
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snooth surface pernal-loy filn
wit! anti-reflection coating of
200A CrZ0S (c) .

kHz triangul-ar wave.fabricated 80 kbit chip driven bv i00
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Fig.4. SEM of permalloy pat=--_
terns; smooth surf ace permaLl-oY
fiLm(a), rough surface one(b) and
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